 Nazca Desert Mystery
Who created the Nazca lines, one of archaeology’s greatest enigmas, and why? Recent finds of long-hidden lines and figures etched into the Peruvian desert offer new clues to the origins and purpose behind these giant desert symbols. 1x53 HD

Putin’s Attack on Ukraine: Documenting War Crimes
Documenting evidence of Russian war crimes in Ukraine and the pursuit of justice. With the Associated Press, tracing Vladimir Putin’s pattern of atrocities in Ukraine and other conflicts, and the challenge of holding him to account. 1x82 HD

Zero to Infinity
The concepts of zero and infinity didn’t always exist. They’ve been invented and re-invented by different cultures over thousands of years. Discover the surprising story of these key concepts that revolutionized mathematics. 1x53 HD

Taken Hostage
Revisit the 1979 Iran hostage crisis, when 52 Americans were held hostage at the U.S. Embassy in Tehran. Unfolding like a political thriller, the story is told through the eyewitness accounts of those who took part in the events. 2x114, 4x56 HD

Michael Flynn’s Holy War
Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn: from elite soldier overseas to waging “spiritual war” in America. With the Associated Press, how Flynn emerged as a leading conspiracy theorist, from QAnon to “Stop the Steal” and his ties to Christian nationalism. 1x54 HD
Programming Planner
Highlight anniversaries and dates of note with programs from PBS International

APRIL 7
WORLD HEALTH DAY
The Truth About Fat
Could it be that body fat has more to do with biological processes than personal choices? Explore the mysteries of fat, and its role in hormone production, hunger, and even pregnancy. 1x54 HD For more titles on Health, click here.

APRIL 19
80TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE WARSAW GHETTO UPRISING
Never Forget to Lie
Marian Marzynski tells the extraordinary story of how he as a Jewish boy escaped the Holocaust, hiding from the Nazis, and surviving the war as an altar boy in a Catholic monastery. 1x54 HD

APRIL 21
BIRTHDAY OF QUEEN ELIZABETH II
Queen Elizabeth II: In Their Own Words
Follow Queen Elizabeth II's remarkable life, from her youth to her uncle's abdication, her father's coronation, her experience during World War II, her sudden ascension to the throne and her reign of 70 years. 1x55 HD

APRIL 22
EARTH DAY
The Power of Big Oil
The fossil fuel industry has a history of casting doubt and delaying action on climate change. This series traces decades of casting doubt on the science, missed opportunities and the ongoing attempts to hold Big Oil to account. 1x90 + 2x60 or 2x60 HD

APRIL 25
70TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE DISCOVERY OF DNA'S DOUBLE HELIX STRUCTURE
Decoding Watson
Explore the controversial life and complex legacy of the scientist behind the double helix. 1x84 HD